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Abstract

This paper presents results of the Finite Element analysis of crimped cylindrical joints with polymer
composite cores. Initial data of the Finite Element analysis significantly affecting results of the simu-
lation are design parameters and mechanical properties of the components. Initial interface clearance
of the joint and hardening behaviour of the steel sleeve were found to have special importance. Mate-
rial testing, and dimension analysis are conducted to find the parameters’ variation limits. Performed
Finite Element parametric study allowed to compare quality of existing technological parameters in
respect to residual strain energy of the core chosen as a measure of the load-bearing capacity. Anal-
ysis showed that extra mechanical work parameter is the most robust to variation of dimensions and
mechanical properties.

Keywords:cylindrical joint, composite core, residual strain energy, extra mechanical work.

1. Introduction

Modern Fibre Reinforced polymer (FRP) composites demonstrate a number of
advantages compared to conventional materials. These are high specific stiffness
and strength, flexibility, chemical resistance, etc. Incorporation of composite parts
into the structures of critical mechanical performance necessitated development of
individual fastening techniques with metallic and other non-composite counterparts.

Heavily loaded cylindrical joint with fibre reinforced composite is widely
applied recently producing end-fittings of non-ceramic electrical insulators [1], [5]
and fittings of composite transmission shafts and pipes. Rough sketch of the joint
is depicted inFig. 1. Cylindrical joint consists of load-bearing composite core1
firmly affixed in metal sleeve2. The mean of the load resistance is cylindrical
interface between core and sleeve. It may be provided by contact pressure or
adhesive bonding. Assembled joints are subjected to tensile or compressive axial
force F , torsionT and bending momentM during the service. Composite core
may be exposed to nearly critical loading in the course of both assembling and the
lifetime. This may result in brittle fracture of the core. On the other hand, axial,
bending or torsion service loads will dismount too weak joint. Such kind of joint’s
failure may be extremely hazardous in the most of applications as in the case of
High Voltage overhead electrical insulation and automotive practice.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a tight cylindrical joint

Due to a number of practical considerations (such as reliability, low cost,
and reproducibility) compression type joints become recently state-of-the-art in
composite insulators technology [5]. Patent search [6] also showed, that assembling
of end-fittings of composite electrical insulators is represented nowadays by inward
crimping, or squeezing, of metal cylindrical fitting in dies of radial motion (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Crimping of cylindrical joint in dies of radial motion

Crimping is a cold metal forming process involved to develop residual plastic
deformations in the metal sleeve. Necessity of contact pressure existence in the
interface assumes transversal loading of composite core, which reaches its extreme
at the maximum of applied load, then relaxing partly after unloading. When joint
is unloaded residual plastic strains remain in the fitting, while core tends to spring
back elastically. It causes residual radial elastic stresses in both components and
contact pressure upon the interface.

Degree of forming may be most easily quantitatively characterised by applied
forming force and/or effective displacement of the tool. Therefore working load and
tool’s position are known as traditionally applied technological parameters. These
parameters are sensitive to variation of dimensions and/or mechanical properties
of the metal sleeve. It means that crimping until certain value of load or displace-
ment may produce unacceptable variation of load-bearing capacity of assembled
joints due to variation of initial contact clearance or steel sleeve thermal treatment
conditions. An alternative control method, having well defined physical meaning
and based on the estimation of extra mechanical work was proposed recently by
BENEVOLENSKI–TÉGLÁS [4].

In this paper the authors analysed the factors affecting assembling process
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and joints performance. Detailed materials testing study is performed to specify
properties’ scattering band. Finite Element study is conducted to compare available
control methods and their robustness to variation of dimension and mechanical
properties.

2. Analysis of the Factors Influencing Crimping Process

Load-bearing capacity of joints in assumption of pure mechanical interface is pri-
marily controlled by distribution and magnitude of the contact pressure in the in-
terface [2]. If former is mainly affected by design factors and tools geometry
then later can be completely altered during the crimping. Residual pressure in the
interface is reflection of the compression state achieved, which can be integrally
accessed through the residual strain energy of the compressed core. Two most
easily accessible process variables extensively used by designers and engineers for
characterising and control of the crimping process are forming load and position of
the tool. Traditionally each of them was treated separately in corresponding one-
dimensional space as threshold or limiting value. Summarising existing control
methods let authors schematically represent crimping process by linear piece-wise
curve in 2-dimensional load-position co-ordinate system (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Existing control parameters in the load-position space

SegmentAB represents monotonous loading of the sleeve accompanied by
small deformations mainly in elastic region. It is followed by segmentBC cor-
responding to the plastic yielding in the bulk of the sleeve. Departure in pointC
associated with sudden increase in stiffness is attributed to the contact with the core
and change in contact and boundary conditions of the system. Maximum load and
displacement is achieved in pointD, after which unloading follows.

Relative location of pointA is essentially affected by initial external diameter
of the sleeve. For bigger sleeves contact will happen earlier (pointA moves to
the left) and smaller sleeve will shift it to the right. SlopeAB is dependent on
the sleeve’s elasticity modulus and design parameters (contact conditions, effective
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length and so on). With other factors constrained height of pointB is mainly a
function of yielding stress of the sleeve material. For given design slopeBC is
primarily affected by the work hardening rate of the sleeve material. LengthBC is
mainly a function of initial clearance in the interface. The bigger is the clearance
the longerBC lasts. Absolute abscissa of pointC, however, is defined by both
initial external diameter of sleeve and clearance in the interface. Both stiffness and
compressibility of composite rod and formability of the sleeve affect slopeC D,
where final position (pointD) is a function of all mentioned factors and a subject
to variation in both x and y directions.

Two traditional control methods–by force and position–are depicted byFc and
sc constraints correspondingly. Alteration of factors influencing location of pointD
would make probably both of the control parameters ineffective. One can intuitively
guess, however, that some other parameter (as lengthC D for instance) would
represent actual compression degree of composite core much better invariantly to
its absolute location inF − s space.

Presented theoretical reasoning allows announcing two main phenomena af-
fecting particular shape of the load diagram and, hence, compression degree of the
core. These are material properties and dimensions of the components. If by any
reason variation of each of them is high enough problems of controllability of the
process appear. Practice shows that such variation is inevitable.

2.1. Analysis of Dimensions and Tolerances

One of the most critical dimension factors influencing crimping and, hence, load-
bearing capacity is initial clearance of the jointm. Later, analysis will handle mainly
this value understanding, however, that presented considerations are valid for the
external diameter of the sleeve as well.

JUVINALL et al. [7] classifies fits with least (guaranteed) clearance (l > 0)
in decreasing order as loose, free and medium correspondingly and as snug fit for
l = 0. Habitually, joints prior to crimping are designed to be designated as medium
fits (Fig. 4). Actual clearancem is constrained by the relation

mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax ⇐ mmin = l and mmax = l + tc + ts. (1)

Variation ofm thus may be specified in the band

mmax − mmin = tc + ts, (2)

wheretc – tolerance zone of the core, andts – tolerance zone of the sleeve cor-
respondingly. According to the data from the manufacturers, bore has normally
as turn finishing which for diameterd in the range 15–20 mm provides tolerance
band equal to 0.10 mm. Pultruded composite rod has usually higher precision and
may guarantee tolerance band of 0.05 mm.Eq.(2) yields value of 0.15 mm. Value
0.20 mm is chosen as a base for clearance variation in the Finite Element (FE)
simulation.
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Fig. 4. Tolerance zones’ distribution in loose, free or medium joints

2.2. Analysis of Material Properties of Sleeve

Selection of materials used for metal sleeve production is mainly governed by
following criteria: formability, sufficient mechanical performance and low cost.
Satisfaction of these requirements usually results in selection of carbon steel or
casting iron with the carbon contents of at least 0.10–0.20%. For some compo-
nents inferior mechanical characteristics are restricted by standardised dimensions
(critical cross-section) of mating attachments. Thus material may be assigned, for
instance, to have tensile strength of at least 350 MPa. Examples of such steels are
MSZT Fe235B, DIN C15, C40 and many others.

LAHTIN [14] indicated that mechanical properties of normal quality carbon
steel (e.g. MSZT Fe235B or GOST St3) used for production of many structural
components may demonstrate large scattering of main mechanical characteristics
due to the variation of chemical composition and difference in thermo-mechanical
history. Thus, yielding stress may be increased in 1.5 times, and strength up to
2 times. Restriction of requirements to the chemical composition (utilisation of
higher quality steel) or thermo-mechanical treatment (annealing with cooling in
oven) enlarges cost of raw material and total production cost. The worth may
totally rise by up to 50%.

At any reasonable choice of material, mechanical characteristics of the com-
ponent would vary from piece to piece and from lot to lot. Testing of the metal
sleeves arrived from a subcontractor prior to assembling is possible by producing
tensile or upsetting specimens from the bulk of a sleeve, thus destroying the compo-
nent. Satisfactory result does not necessarily mean that next workpiece from the lot
will be identical. Production of test specimens is time and cost consuming. Non-
destructive methods like local hardness measurement do not always prove good
correlation with bulk mechanical characteristics.

Provided considerations show, that natural and inevitable scattering of me-
chanical characteristics of the steel component may result in variation of the core’s
compression degree while crimping for the same forming load. Restriction of the
chemical composition or thermo-mechanical treatment may essentially raise the
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cost, while the main problem remains unaffected. Conducted material testing study,
described below, is aimed to estimate the scattering of mechanical characteristics
typical for materials used in production of metal sleeves.

2.2.1. Continuous Upsetting of Specimens with Angular Groves

Results of simple tensile test on specimens produced from the fittings of electrical
composite insulators were reported in [3]. Basic material was MSZT Fe235B. Prior
to testing, parts undergo following sequence of thermo-mechanical transformations:
hot rolling → forging → annealing. The results basically coincided with those in
[14]. Continuous upsetting performed on the same specimens is described below.

Upper and bottom cavities of specimens with angular groves were filled with
molybdenum sulphide – high-pressure lubricant – to produce almost frictionless
(hydrodynamic friction with friction coefficient of two orders of magnitude smaller)
upsetting conditions. This eliminated barrelling and guaranteed uniformity of stress
distribution. Finally it resulted in beneficial conditions for uniaxial compression in
a large deformation range. This method is considered [13] to be one of the most
exact in definition of true hardening behaviour in compression.

Assumption of the volume conservation under plastic deformation yielding
from the incompressibility condition maintains the relation between axial displace-
ment and change in the cross-section area:

V = A0 · h0 = A · h, (3)

whereV is the volume of the specimen,A0 andA are initial and actual cross-section
area, andh0 andh are initial and actual height of the specimen. Then, true stress
may be calculated

σ = F

A
= F

A0
· h

h0
. (4)

Corresponding true (logarithmic) plastic strain (neglecting elastic component) is
calculated as

εpl = ln
h0

h
. (5)

Results of the measurement are plotted inFig 5.

2.2.2. Analysis of Materials Test Results and Assignment of Properties Variation

KROHA [13] analysed true stress–strain diagrams of many carbon steels. He showed
that they are well approximated by the power function

σ = mεn
pl (6)
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Fig. 5. Upsetting of carbon steel Fe 235B MSZT: dots, test results; lines, analytical hard-
ening curvesσ = mεn

pl : 1 –m = 670 MPa; 2 –m = 900 MPa; 3 –m = 1150 MPa;
solid lines,n = 0.21; dash lines,n = 0.24; 4 –m = 980 MPa; dot line,n = 0.14;
dash-dot line,n = 0.16

for the range of plastic strainsεpl = 0.1−1.0. Parametern is called work hardening
rate and defines the ability of material to strain hardening with progressing plastic
deformations. By taking natural logarithm of the left and right sides ofEq. (6)
parametersn and ln(m) may be found exactly by means of linear fitting. Authors,
however, kept the same reference frame

(
σ − εpl

)
, since they intended to show

the zone of possible mechanical characteristic variation rather than to exactly fit
particular datasheet.

According to [9] hardening rate of the studied carbon steel lies in the range
0.215 and 0.23. Empirical relation by PYSZ [10] transformed to MPa-mm unit
system has form:

m ≈ 1.83smax + 39.2. (7)

This steel is known to resist guaranteed tensile strength at leastsmax ≈ 350 MPa.
Eq. (7) yields mmin ≈ 670 MPa. Analytical curves 1, 2 and 3 ofFig. 6 are con-
structed form > 670 andn = 0.21− 0.24. Curve 4 appears to better match higher
yielding stress data. It reducesn to 0.14− 0.16.

For quality carbon steel gathering of mechanical characteristics is somewhat
better. The influence of chemical content is minimised and hardening rate is rather
altered by the thermal treatment. Different literature sources may also show alter-
ation of mechanical properties. Aside from mentioned previously these differences
are explained by measurement errors and differences in testing conditions (testing
procedure, deformation rate, and temperature effect). Comparison of work harden-
ing characteristics for carbon steel C15 DIN from different sources is provided in
Fig. 6. Thick lines are constructed to approximately cover the range of mechanical
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Fig. 6. Work hardening curves for steel C15 in upsetting (t = 20◦C): 1 – isothermal
upsetting,̇ε = 0.25 s−1 [13]; 2 – normalised,̇ε = 1.6 s−1 [11]; 3 – ε̇ = 0.25 s−1

[13]; ; thick lines: solid (m = 770, n = 0.176) dash (m = 975, n = 0.198) –
variation boundaries

properties variation due to all mentioned factors (difference in chemical compo-
sition, grains structure and thermo-mechanical history).These characteristics are
used to represent properties of steel C15 and their natural variation in the Finite
Element model.

2.3. Characterisation of Fibreglass/Epoxy composite

Glass reinforced plastics have been used for years in structural engineering, al-
though in comparatively small quantities. One of the most common constituent
materials used were ’E’ glass fibres, as reinforcement and epoxy resins as the ma-
trix. These materials have been chosen, rather than others available, because they
possess economic and structural properties well suited for use in the construction
industry. More over, application of only glass fibre based polymer composites is
possible in High Voltage power applications where good insulation properties of
glass fibre composites are highly appreciated. Polymer composites are often fab-
ricated in the form of unidirectional long fibre systems. If such composites are
pultruded they have uniform cross-section along the length. Continuos fibreglass
epoxy rods have a round cross section and longitudinal fibre orientation.
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2.3.1. Experimental Transversal Compression

Transversal compression was performed on the MTS testing machine. Brick shaped
specimens had 10× 10 mm cross-section and 20 mm length in direction of fibres
alignment. Compression was realised between rigid plane plates. Load/displacement
diagram reduced to stress/strain dimensions is depicted inFig. 7. Strain was as-
sumed to be small and change in the cross-section in compression direction in-
significant. Initial non-linearity is explained by contact conditions, redistribution
of applied load and other factors. It may be easily eliminated by plotting a tangent
(exactly, linear fitting) passing through the central part of the graph. Transversal
elasticity modulus and strength are defined from each of 5 curves. Means and
standard deviations are compiled inTable 1. Relative deviation does not exceed
4.0%. Curves demonstrate good gathering and yield the values of Young modu-
lus and maximum compression transversal stress with relatively small scattering.
Therefore, variation of elastic constants of composite material is neglected later.

Fig. 7. Transversal compression test results: solid line, averaged by 5 test results; dash
line, linear regression through the mid region

Table 1. Compilation of transverse compression test results
Mean Standard deviation Relative deviation

Modulus, GPa 5.26 ±0.21 ±0.040
Strength, MPa 153.8 ±2.2 ±0.014
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3. General Model of the Joint in the Cross-section

Compression scheme with radial motion of dies mentioned earlier provides uni-
form loading conditions at each contact surface along entire forming. This allows
creation of equal degree of core’s squeezing for generally varying sleeve diameter
and clearance. Here mechanical model corresponding to described loading scheme
in mid cross-section of the joint is introduced (Fig. 8). If boundary conditions con-
straining sides of the segments from tangential motion are fulfilled and vertex angle
g satisfies relation

γ = π/n (8)

for some natural numbern, then stress and strain field of the entire model may
be reproduced by mirroring the segment relative to corresponding segment sides.
Later we consider the casen = 8; γ = 22.5◦.

Fig. 8. General model of forming with dies of radial motion: 1 – die; 2 – tangential
movement constrains; 3 – sleeve; 4 – core

Profile of the die’s working face my be concave or convex and is, generally
speaking, curved surface of specified configuration. Die is loaded with effective
force Fi along the paths. Dies loads are equal for each surface during the entire
forming process. As this study deals with 2D model actual dimensions are reduced
by the axial length. Each physical value called ‘normalised’ or ‘specific’ regards
unit length value. Further, reference to this model is assumed by default.
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3.1. Development of the Finite Element Model

General-purpose non-linear Finite Element code Marc K7.3 has been used for the
plane-strain finite element simulation in mid cross-section of the joint. Advanced
FE tools such as automatic mesh generation, iterative step loading, automatic con-
tact control and others were involved during the modelling. Details concerning
particular implementation of the FE method can be found in [8].

Results of transverse compression test performed previously agreed with gen-
erally accepted opinion of small deformations to failure of reinforced polymer
composites. This, combined with hydrostatic-like stress state in the composite core
subjected to radial shrinkage essentially governs brittle type behaviour of the core.
It means that the core’s mechanical response may be represented well by linear
anisotropic (more precisely: orthotropic) materials model. To formulate mechani-
cal problem numerically a number of assumption was accepted:

– composite core is homogenous on the macro scale due to big amount of fibres
randomly distributed in the matrix;

– composite core is orthotropic, elastic and obeys the Hook’s law;
– steel material is homogeneous, isotropic and demonstrates elastic-plastic be-

haviour governed by isotropic hardening rule;
– automatic contact algorithm is used which handles contact interaction be-

tween the bodies, forming tool and symmetry plane are implicitly considered
to be rigid;

– due to small relative displacement in the joint’s interface and between tool and
sleeve, and its little contribution to the general stiffness, friction is neglected;

– updated Lagrange procedure is employed in conjunction with finite plasticity
option for elastic- plastic sleeve, which involves constitutive equations in the
true stress – logarithmic strain framework, this allows to realistically handle
large strains.

E-glass/Epoxy composite rod has a glass volume fractionVf of about 60%.
Since recently fibreglass/epoxy composites were intensively used, quite a big num-
ber of researchers presented analytical and experimental data on properties of this
material. These data could be found in a number of works [1], [12] and others.
Constants accepted for numerical calculation based onTable 2are given in the last
row.

Table 2. Material constants of unidirectional E-glass/epoxy composites
Vf E1 E2 ν12 ν13 G12 Source

0.62 46 17 0.27 0.26 – [ 1] (analyt.)
0.62 38.9 10 0.29 – 3.8 [ 1] (exper.)
0.60 45.6 16.2 0.278 0.4 5.83 [ 12]
060 40 10 0.29 0.26 4.5 Accepted
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Yield criterion of elastic-plastic material is represented by von Mises yield
condition. Work hardening curves for a metal component are assigned fromFig. 6
as functions of plastic strain. Flow rule is represented by the Prandtl-Reuss relation.

Imperfect interface between rod and sleeve is analysed, so that relative sliding
is allowed. It means that all parts are treated as separate entities, which exhibit
discontinuous stresses and displacements across the interface, and at respective
loads are capable of undergoing relative sliding.

3.1.1. FE mesh construction

A number of consequent mesh refinements were necessary to achieve satisfactory
contact conditions resulting in smooth load and displacement distribution. Finally
accepted FE mesh is depicted inFig. 9. It accounts total of 535 nodes and 571
elements including 355 4-node and 216 3-node isoparametric plane- strain elements.
The size of the smallest element in fragment (a) ofFig. 10 is about 0.1 mm. Such
fine mesh is necessary to achieve smooth load and displacement response of the
tool involved in gradually extending contact with the sleeve. Expansion of the
mesh in off-plane directionzby 300 mm avoiding exceeding element distortion (let
say with the step 0.5 mm) would give 342600 8- and 6-node 3-D elements. Such
model size needs substantial hardware and time resources. Not even saying that
model verification and any kind of parametric study requiring multiple runs would
be extremely time consuming. Finally 2-D plane-strain model was accepted for
qualitative characterisation of the crimping process of tight cylindrical joint.

Fig. 9. Finally accepted FE mesh
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Fig. 10. Critical mesh domains (a) and (b) (zoomed)

3.1.2. Numerical integration of the strain energy

In order to provide volume integration of strain energy density subroutines in Fortran
were written. Numerical integration of the strain energy density was approximately
performed across the volume of each contacting body according to the following
computational scheme:

U =
N∑

i=1

si hi wi , (9)

where
N number of elements comprising given

body;

si = 1

2

∑
j =1

Ki

(
xn − xj

) (
yn + yj

)
area of thei -th element, where

Ki number of nodes of thei -th element;
xj , yj co-ordinates of thej -th node of the el-

ement;

n =
{

j + 1 n < k,
1 n = k,

for counter clock wise node numbering
scheme;

hi is the thickness of the element;

wi = 1

Li

∑
j =1

Li w j average strain energy density for the el-
ement, where

Li number of the integration points;
w j strain energy density at thej -th integra-

tion point.
If thickness of the elements remains constanthi = h Eq.(9) can be rewritten:

U = h
N∑

i=1

Ki∑
j =1

(
xn − xj

) (
yn + yj

) Li∑
j =1

wi

2Li
. (10)
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4. Numerical Analysis of the System Behaviour

Load stepping involved incremental displacement-type loading divided to 30–50 in-
crements. Each loading increment provided tool’s radial motion of 12.5·10−3 mm.
As deformation proceeds resistance of the mechanical system grows. Load-displacement
diagrams along the numerical simulation are depicted inFig. 11. That is monotonously
growing curve generally representing non-linear response of load with displace-
ment. In the course of forming initially non-zero clearance in the interface gradually
disappears. Different stages of the forming are designated as s1, s2 and s3. Three
stages of the forming at different loading state correspond to certain clearance in
the interface (Fig. 12).

Fig. 11. Load/displacement diagrams crimping with varied dimensions and properties:
solid line, empty sleeve; dash and double dot-dash lines, lower mechanical char-
acteristic; dot and dot-dash lines, upper characteristic

Fig. 12. Gradual clearance closure in the interface: s1 (left), s2 (middle) and s3 (right)
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4.1. Analysis of the Forming Stages

Stage (s1) represents the region of the initial contact between die and sleeve. Re-
quired forming force needed to deform sleeve increases linearly in response to the
stiffness of the system. Stage (s2) is characterised by development of bulk plastic
deformations. Structure produces non-linear response associated with the begin-
ning of the work hardening of the material. Significant deformations may develop
during this stage. Gap between fitting and core consequently decreases. At the be-
ginning of stage (s3) gap between core and sleeve disappears. Change in structural
behaviour associated with the change in boundary conditions happens. Further ra-
dial deformations of the sleeve’s inner surface are partly constrained. The forming
process may be characterised as backward extrusion rather than forward extrusion.
Response produced by structure is now a contribution of both fitting’s and rod’s
stiffness. Visible stiffness increase is expected. Contact pressure develops in the
interface, and rod accumulates elastic energy.

4.2. Analysis of External Work Performed on the System

Let us consider loading of static mechanical system defined above at slow rate and as
succession of states of equilibrium. Then the process may be described by a scalar
monotonously growing parameter representing position of one of the forming tools
s = s(t) in a way thats = s0 corresponds to the beginning of the loading ands = s1
to the end. If external equivalent load applied by the rigid tool is known, let it be
F(s), then mechanical work of the external forces may be written

W =
s1∫

s0

Fds. (11)

Assuming that for given mechanical system external force is known both for defor-
mation of empty sleeve (or joint with large or infinite clearance)Fempt(s) and filled
(joint with moderate clearance)Ff il (s) we have mechanical work

Wempt =
s1∫

s0

Femptds, (12)

and

Wf il =
s1∫

s0

Ff il ds, (13)
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of respective forming process till displacements1. Let introduce extra mechanical
work Wextra

Wextra = Wf il − Wempt ⇒
s1∫

s0

Ff il ds −
s1∫

s0

Femptds
!
=

s1∫
s0

(
Ff il − Fempt

)
ds (14)

being complimentary mechanical work needed to deform filled sleeve in the inter-
val (s0, s1) compare to the deformation work of equivalent empty sleeve. Extra
mechanical work is simply illustrated graphically (Fig 13). That is the area encap-
sulated between load/displacement diagramsFf il (s) and Fempt(s) in the interval
(s0, s1).

Let say some words about deformation process, and elastic energy of the core.
Such displacementsk exists(sk ≤ s1) at which deformable bodies come in contact.
Then for a loading state ats = si strain energy of the core is zero until contact and
positive later:

Uc
i =

{
0, si ≤ sk,

> 0, si > sk.
(15)

For given loading froms0 to s1 let virtually varysk. In the extreme case forsk = s1
energyUc

1 = 0. If contact will happen earlier strain energy of the core is expected
to grow due to monotonous nature of loading process. As soon as sleeve comes in
contact with core supplied external mechanical work goes partly on increase of the
core’s strain energy. One of the characteristic features of the extra work is that it
starts to grow from zero only after contact in the interface independently on initial
clearance and material properties or just like elastic strain energy of the core. Later
it will be shown that both elastic energy of the coreUc

i and extra mechanical work
Wextra

i (corresponding to the forming stagesi ) increase monotonously. Also, that
there is one-to-one correspondence between these values. We are intended to prove
as well that extra mechanical work may be used as a parameter describing strain
energy and hence compression state of the core.

Well distinguished from the diagrams contact point suggests that we could
try to extract information characterising behaviour of the rod. Since based on
experimental knowledge behaviour of the empty fitting may be further extrapolated
to the large deformations range mechanical workWextra may be estimated even on-
line. Until certain limit composite rod would be deformed as an elastic body, thus
neglecting inelastic energy dissipation mechanical work performed on composite
rod transforms partly to the elastic energy.

4.3. Illustration of Proposed Method

Proposed control model may be illustrated with the help of the piece-wise linear
model. Here (Fig. 13), outlined triangles represent an area between respective load
diagrams of filled and empty sleeve being extra mechanical workWextra. With the
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help of Fig. 3 it may be seen that variation of lower vertex and both associated
with it slopes is possible due to change in dimensions and mechanical properties
of metal sleeve. Assuming that top vertex of each triangle in load-position space
corresponds to equal degree of core’s compression, we say that areas of triangles
are equal. End criteria presented asFc andsc is valid for only one of them.

Fig. 13. Piece-wise linear model of the of the crimping in the load-position space

One of the most striking advantages of the method well depicted here is
that independently to the location of triangle in the absolute co-ordinate system,
compression state of the core is mainly reflected by the triangle’s area (or extra
mechanical workWextra).

4.4. Analysis of the Core’s Strain Energy Transformation

Strain energy of the core was integrated numerically according toEq. (10). Given,
initial gap is non zero, any external work can be only performed on the core just
after physical contact between core and fitting had happened, in other words the
clearance had been partly or completely filled. Thus contact in the interface may be
detected by inclination of the core’s strain energy from the zero level. Comparison
of load/displacement curves of filled and empty sleeves squeezing with respective
core’s energy suggests that contact point may be identified from the inclination of
the mechanical characteristic as well. Loading diagrams of medium fits (clearance
0.4 mm) were presented inFig. 11. Increase of the initial clearance to 0.6 mm shifts
curves to the right. Solid curve represents behaviour of the empty fitting obtained
by squeezing of the sleeve of identical material and dimensions.

Plotting extra work of tight and loose joint versus strain energy (Fig. 14)
demonstrates fairly good prediction of compression state of the core by introduced
parameter. It is essentially invariant to magnitude of initial clearance and squeez-
ing load and hence should be able of reliable performance in varying production
environment.
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Fig. 14. Relation of strain energy and extra work form = 0.6 mm andm = 0.4 mm
clearance

4.5. Parametric Study with the FE Model

Residual strain energy of the core is considered to realistically represent residual
compression state of the core and, hence, load-bearing capacity of the joint. It is
found by simulation of full loading-unloading cycle. The value of strain energy at
completely released load is called residual strain energyUc

res. Load F , position s
and extra workWextra are compared in respect to provide better functional relation
with the energy. Material properties of the fitting are simulated for ‘upper’ and
‘lower’ curves (Fig. 6), dimensions by two values of clearance 0.4 and 0.6.

Each point on scatters inFig. 15 represents results of one simulation till certain
compression state. Correlation coefficientRprovides the measure of linear relation
between variables. Polynomial trendlines inFig. 15 (right) help to identify influence
of dimensions and materials properties on each of the parameters. Possible control
error (or energy scattering) is illustrated byUerr . It is the smallest for control by
certain value of extra work. Simulation predicts approximately±25% scattering
for control by position. Error of extra work method is about 4 times smaller.

Effect of dimensions and material properties is the most characteristic while
controlling for position. Clearance increase simply shifts the trendline upwards,
while alteration of properties affects the tangent. For control by position the most
disadvantageous combination is given by ‘lower-0.6’ and ‘upper-0.4’. While for
both load control and extra work control by ‘lower-0.4’ and ‘upper-0.6’.
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Fig. 15. FE calculated control parameters versus residual strain energy of the core

5. Conclusions

1. Two factors mainly affecting assembling process and resulting joint perfor-
mance were identified. They are scattering of dimensions and mechanical
properties. Restriction of the chemical composition termo-mechanical treat-
ment of steel and surface finishing expected to essentially rise the cost, while
the main problem would remain unaffected. Possible scattering of initial
clearance in the interface, mechanical characteristics of some carbon steels
and compression properties of fibreglass epoxy composites was conducted in
details:

– Analysis of accepted tolerance on parts diameters in the interface al-
lowed defining clearance variation. Value of 0.2 mm is accepted for
parametric FE study.

– Upsetting carbon steel MSZT Fe235B specimens demonstrated large
scattering of mechanical properties. Lower and upper boundaries of
mechanical characteristics provided for FE study were assigned based
on the literature data on carbon steel C15.

– Variation of elastic constants of fibreglass epoxy proved to be small
(below 4%) and was excluded from the consideration.

2. Finite element model including formulation of boundary conditions, selection
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of the mesh refinement, assignment of particular dimensions and materials
low with respective upper and lower variation boundaries was performed
enabling qualitative evaluation of components stress-strain state, applied load
and working displacement during the crimping.
Residual elastic strain energy of composite core was chosen as an integral
measure of the joint compression degree and, hence, resulting load-bearing
capacity. Subroutines in Fortran run with the commercial FE were developed
enabling numerical integration of the strain energy density at the deformed
bodies across the cross-section.
Qualitative differences were observed between load diagrams of empty sleeve
and medium fit. Gap closure detected from the FE model coincided with
inflexion on the load diagram. This enabled exact determination of contact
point from the compression diagram.

3. Parametric study was performed by consequent run of the FE model with dif-
ferent values of varied parameters and maximum load/position. Each run of
the model resulted in 4 discrete values of maximum load, maximum position,
extra work and residual strain energy of the composite core.

– Results of evaluation revealed the highest correlation of strain energy
with extra mechanical work.

– Possible energy error if controlling by extra work was fount to be 4
times smaller as compared with control by position and 2 times smaller
as compared with control by load.

– Effect of dimensions and material properties was wound to be most
characteristic while controlling for position. Clearance increase simply
shifts the trendline, while alteration of properties affects the angle.

– Scattering of mechanical characteristics of the steel sleeve resulted in
variation of the core compression degree while crimping for the same
forming load. Stiffer characteristics corresponded to lower residual
strain energy of the cores.

Extra mechanical work parameter was finally found to behave in the most
similar manner to the calculated strain energy of the core. It appeared to be a
function of the core’s strain energy most robust to the variation of dimensions and
load.
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